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March 22, 1985

Mr. Eddie Saxon
933 5th Street, #2
Santa Monica, CA. 90^3

Dear Eddie:

For some time Leonard has been yakking at me that I might be
a source of screenplay ideas for you. I haven't quite taken it
seriously. BUT An last couple of days an idea has occurred to me
which I'm convinced is a winner.

(I'm sending a cony of this letter to Len also.)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

We know that at certain times in history, particular themes
have great potmlar appeal. One of the obvious themes that is
emerein? currently is that of the liberated woman. But an aspect
of this that noone — certainly not in the movies — has had the
imagination to explore is that of the sexually vengeful and puni
tive woman. Oh, I'm sure there are porno flicks in which a woman
wields whips but that's just dumb. I'm talking about a seriousi
treatment of this kind of woman for the purpose of (a) making a
film which could have enormous mass apoeal (and NOT just for the
masses) and (b) couftl even have some artistic merit. In fact there
is no reason why it couldn't have plenty of artistic merit: it
just so happens th?t for myself, I'm interested in the dough.

STORY

Our protagonist's name is Angie. (I like that name: contains
a sardonic reference to angel and Angela and to the current bomb
"Avenging Angel". Her father is stupid, abusive and bullying. Her
mother is timid and compliant and is used as a doormat. Angie de
velops contempt for her mother's passivity and unwillingness to
stand up for herself. There might be a suggestive scene between
Angie and the father in which he shows some sexual interest in
her. Unlike other l itt le girls something in Angie has turned off
or switched so that she is not frightened bv this. She uses the
incident to deepen her disgust with her father (and all men) and
to begin her learning that sexual attraction is a source of power.










